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The spatial organization of DNA in the nucleus is critical to 
its function. A fundamental component of this organization 
involves DNA ‘loops’, physical point-to-point interactions 

between DNA sequences located far apart on the chromosome. 
These loops are key to chromatin condensation during mitosis and 
also regulate enhancer-promoter interactions during interphase. 
Several recent findings have led to the ‘DNA extrusion model’ of 
loop formation (Box 1). First theorized to explain how mitotic 
chromatin condensation might proceed without forming knots, the 
model also elegantly explains the observed CTCF motif orientation 
bias discussed in Box 1 (refs 1–6). The loop extrusion model posits 
that DNA loops begin as small pinches of the DNA molecule with 
each side held by one end of a proposed extrusion complex (Fig. 1a). 
As the extrusion complex reels in DNA, the loop is progressively 
enlarged (Fig. 1b). A stable loop is formed when the complex stops 
extruding (Fig. 1c). This relatively straightforward model is a radi-
cal departure from previous thinking, and while it explains several 
puzzles, it poses perhaps more.

An important participant in loop extrusion is the highly con-
served SMC family of proteins. SMC complexes assemble into large 
rings thought to encircle DNA strands. Entrapping DNA entirely 
within a protein complex leads to topological binding that can only 
be released by opening of the protein complex. This renders binding 
immune to disruption of protein-DNA contacts and leads to excep-
tionally long residency times, while also permitting free sliding of 
the SMC ring along the DNA.

The SMC complex condensin is known to organize DNA dur-
ing mitosis. Processive expansion of initially small loops ensures 
that loop compaction occurs in order and only within a chro-
mosome, precluding the formation of knots3. The SMC complex 
cohesin colocalizes with CTCF and is required for the formation 
of CTCF loops in interphase. Degradation of cohesin results in 
complete loss of CTCF loops, while its stabilization via degra-
dation of the cohesin release factor WAPL leads to additional 
loops7–9. This excessive looping condenses interphase chromatin 
into dense, mitotic-like ‘vermicelli’ chromosomes. Importantly, 
this observation suggests that interphase loop formation by cohe-
sin and mitotic condensation by condensin are fundamentally 
related processes. The SMC family also includes structurally 
similar members in Prokarya, where bacterial condensin juxta-
poses the arms of replicating chromosomes in a manner remi-
niscent of loop extrusion10. It is thus likely that SMC complexes 
are part of an ancient mechanism of moving and organizing DNA 

via loop extrusion that has been repurposed to many ends over  
evolutionary time.

The missing motor
The loop extrusion model offers an attractive explanation for the 
reversible and orderly formation of DNA loops within chromo-
somes, but mechanistic details remain unknown, including how the 
proposed extrusion complex responsible for initiating and expand-
ing DNA loops would work. The ability of the SMC family to bind 
DNA topologically recommends a model in which cohesin and con-
densin rings hold DNA loop ends, but formation of loops up to mil-
lions of bases in size requires a motor: a mechanism by which DNA 
is pulled into the SMC loop. Numerous explanations have been 
proposed as to how loop extrusion is powered, including hitching 
rides with known DNA motors such as RNA polymerase, pushing 
by DNA supercoiling and passive diffusion along gradients of SMC 
complexes11–14. While each of these processes may have some role, 
there is now direct experimental evidence that the SMC complex 
condensin is capable of ATP-dependent unidirectional movement 
on a DNA substrate in vitro. In addition, strong circumstantial evi-
dence suggests that loop extrusion is ATP dependent in vivo15,16. 
Condensin attached to DNA curtains has been detected moving uni-
directionally over a DNA molecule at ~60 base pairs per second17. 
Interestingly, on a relaxed single-tethered DNA curtain, condensin 
compacts DNA through loop formation, but on the taut DNA of a 
double-tethered curtain, condensin translocates. This demonstrates 
that condensin can move along DNA without forming an intramo-
lecular loop. A subsequent experiment using Sytox Orange staining 
observed extrusion of a loop on relaxed DNA at speeds of up to 
~1,500 base pairs per second18. Importantly, this study revealed that 
the SMC complex can extrude loops as a single complex and that 
this extrusion is unidirectional in nature, with DNA being reeled 
into the loop from only one direction.

It is now clear that condensin is an ATP-powered DNA motor, 
but similar experiments performed with the cohesin complex 
have not detected motor activity19–21. Cohesin and condensin have 
remarkably similar architectures, and both have independently 
been hypothesized to form loops in DNA via loop extrusion. While 
it is possible that the intrinsic motor activity of cohesin has been 
replaced with an external process, it is also possible that in vitro 
assays are missing some critical component or post-translational 
modification. The extensive literature on the structure and function 
of the SMC complexes does not offer an immediate explanation for 
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how these machines function as motors, and a novel mechanism of 
active DNA translocation is required.

The head, the hinge and the HAWKs
The core components of cohesin and condensin complexes are the 
SMC proteins (Fig. 2a). These proteins have a complex structure 
with two globular domains, the head and the hinge, separated by 
long, ~45-nm antiparallel coiled coils. Pairs of SMC proteins het-
erodimerize at their hinges. SMC1 and SMC3 form the core of 
cohesin, and SMC2 and SMC4 form condensin. The globular head 
domains contain ABC-type nucleotide-binding domains that are 
thought to mediate dimerization between the two head domains of 
a complex. Each complex uses these nucleotide-binding domains to 
cooperatively bind two ATP molecules. A third SMC component, 
kleisin, interacts with both head domains of the complex, linking 
them and forming a tripartite ring (Fig. 2a). Kleisins are largely dis-
ordered polypeptide chains that are much longer than is required 
to bind the two head domains. Kleisins are further bound by vari-
ous members of a family of proteins that have come to be known as 
HEAT-repeat proteins associated with kleisins, or HAWKs (Fig. 2a). 
This family is rich in HEAT-repeat domains consisting of pairs of 
antiparallel α -helices linked together by just a few amino acid resi-
dues. Found in many proteins throughout the cell, HEAT repeats 
are remarkable for their conformational flexibility. These structures 
adopt a horseshoe-like configuration capable of stretching and 
scrunching22. The kleisins of cohesin and condensin each interact 
with a number of these HAWKs, which regulate loading, unloading 
and probably the motor activity of these complexes.

For a single SMC ring to achieve unidirectional movement, it 
must have two means of interacting with the DNA simultaneously: 
one that will act as a stationary anchor and another that will produce 
movement along the DNA. The SMC complex has two reported 
mechanisms of binding DNA, the hinge domains on one end of 
the molecule and the kleisin–HAWK subcomplex on the other. 
The hinge domains of cohesin and condensin have high affinity  

for single-stranded DNA and some affinity for double-stranded 
DNA23. How the hinge interacts with DNA is still uncertain, but 
some evidence points to a positively charged groove formed by the 
inner side of the hinge and the nearby coiled coils24. DNA binding 
by the hinge has been shown to catalyze ATP hydrolysis by the head 
domains, and disruption of the hinge can disrupt the function of the 
entire complex18. Thus, the SMC hinge is a critical component of the 
complex that is probably key to the mechanochemical cycle driv-
ing SMC movement. In condensin, the kleisin–HAWK subcomplex 
forms a positively charged pocket that wraps around the DNA fiber 
in what is described as a ‘safety belt’ binding mechanism25. This cre-
ates a topological engagement that holds DNA in a sequence-inde-
pendent manner. While this specific DNA-binding conformation 
has been directly observed only in the Brn1–Ycg1 kleisin–HAWK 
complex of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, many HAWKs have DNA 
binding affinity. Structural similarities with the kleisin–HAWK 
subcomplexes that form part of cohesin suggest that this may be a 
conserved mechanism of DNA binding. The kleisins of cohesin and 
condensin bind to at least two HAWK components simultaneously, 
potentially forming multiple DNA-binding pockets in each com-
plex. These subcomplexes could bind to the same molecule of DNA 
or possibly hold two separate molecules of DNA together.

The anchor and the motor
Even with an understanding of how SMC complexes might engage 
DNA, it is not immediately obvious which end of the SMC com-
plex would remain stationary and which end would move along 
the DNA. It has been proposed that the kleisin–HAWK topological 
binding pocket may serve as the anchor26, which would leave the 
comparatively simple hinge domain to serve as a motor. In one pro-
posed model, the SMC arms and hinge act as a DNA pump26,27. In 
this model, DNA loops are loaded into the ring formed by the SMC 
arms, and ATP-driven conformational changes close the ring, driv-
ing the loop into a smaller chamber formed by the kleisin and SMC 
heads, where it combines with a larger loop. This model posits topo-
logical binding of DNA by the SMC–kleisin ring. However, a recent 
study of cohesin suggests that SMC rings that cannot topologically 
bind DNA are still capable of extrusion28. Another potential model 
for hinge-mediated motor activity might be ATP-driven dissocia-
tion of the hinge leading to a walking mechanism. However, studies 
of the DNA-binding capabilities of the hinge monomers have seen 
little to no independent DNA-binding ability23.

Alternatively, the hinge domain could serve as the anchor while 
the kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes move along the DNA. Several 
features of the structure support this model. Topological engage-
ment of the kleisin–HAWK binding domain would allow move-
ment of DNA through the groove without release. Indeed, the loose 
shape of the DNA-binding pocket results in low binding affinity for 
short DNA fragments, suggesting that they might slide out of the 
groove25. Additionally, the kleisin and HAWK components appear 

Box 1 | DNA loop extrusion model

Loop extrusion has been independently proposed to explain the 
formation of numerous types of DNA loops, but the recent surge 
in interest is due to this model’s ability to explain the curious 
phenomenon of motif-oriented CTCF looping. CTCF loops are 
thought to be formed by two CTCF proteins bound to separate 
motifs on a chromosome. These loops are a prominent feature of 
how the genome is organized. The orientation of the asymmetric 
CTCF binding motif is key to formation of the loops. As revealed 
by chromatin conformation capture assays, CTCF sites interact 
with each other significantly more when arranged in a conver-
gent orientation. In agreement with this, CTCF loops form pre-
dominantly between CTCF sites oriented toward each other47. 
Conversely, CTCF sites oriented away from each other only rare-
ly form loops. This finding has fundamental implications for the 
mechanism of loop formation. A simple model of loop forma-
tion via stabilization of stochastic collisions taking place in 3D 
space cannot account for this orientation bias. Rather, the loop 
formation mechanism must involve the orientation of CTCF 
sites up to millions of base pairs apart. Loop extrusion solves this 
conundrum by having loops begin as small bends in the DNA 
that are progressively expanded (Fig. 1). A loop extruder is theo-
rized to expand the loop by translocating along the DNA, reeling 
the chromatin into the loop. The orientation bias of CTCF sites 
can then be explained by orientation-dependent interactions of 
CTCF with the extrusion machinery.

a b c

Fig. 1 | The loop extrusion model. a, Cohesin complexes load onto DNA, 
either randomly or at specific sites such as CTCF-binding sites (purple). 
b, The cohesin complex reels in DNA, translocating over the DNA and 
expanding the loop. c, Cohesin complexes stop extruding when they meet 
a properly oriented CTCF site, leading to a loop between convergently 
oriented CTCF anchors.
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uniquely suited for large conformational changes. The kleisin–
HAWK DNA-binding domain is not conformationally frozen, as 
different configurations of HAWK and DNA have been observed 
in different crystals25. Between the terminal domains of kleisins, the 
protein is mostly unstructured and much longer than would seem 
necessary to connect the two head domains, suggesting that there 
may be some ‘slack’ in this tether. The HEAT repeats of HAWKs are 
found in many other proteins, where they are known to stretch and 
compress in response to mechanical force22. Indeed, HEAT repeats 
can be thought of as springs capable of stretching and contracting 
while storing and releasing potential energy29. Cryo-EM analysis of 
the HAWK protein Scc2 revealed a high degree of conformational 
flexibility, with an estimated capacity to stretch lengthwise of up to 
~11 nm30. When these observations are taken together, the kleisin–
HAWK DNA-binding domain appears to be capable of undergo-
ing large conformational changes and sliding along the DNA. We 
therefore propose that kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes represent the 
mobile DNA-binding domain.

A model for translocation of the SMC complex on DNA must be 
compatible with both eukaryotic and prokaryotic SMC members. 
Prokaryotic SMC complexes lack HAWK proteins. Instead, their 
kleisins are bound by much smaller Kite proteins that nevertheless 
appear to have functional similarities to the HAWKs31. Kite proteins 
are composed of two winged-helix domains (WHDs) connected by 
an intrinsically disordered linker. Each WHD binds to the kleisin, 
creating the potential for two topological DNA-binding grooves. 
Indeed, the eukaryotic Kites of the SMC5–SMC6 complex have 
recently been found to bind DNA32. The disordered linker would 
permit the orientations of the WHDs to change dramatically, allow-
ing for folding and opening that could mimic the conformational 
flexibility of the HAWK proteins33. That the unrelated Kite and 
HAWK families share distinctive functional characteristics suggests 
that they might have a conserved role as flexible DNA-binding com-
ponents of SMC complexes.

Kinetics
The step rate and step size of the extrusion process are important cri-
teria for evaluating potential models of SMC motors. Unfortunately, 
existing estimates of SMC motor kinetics are rough and ambiguous. 
The speed at which the SMC complex moves depends on the rate 

at which it steps and the size of its steps. If the SMC heads func-
tion similarly to related ABC-type domains, then each ATPase cycle 
most likely corresponds to the hydrolysis of one or two molecules of 
ATP. In the presence of DNA, condensin hydrolyzes ATP at a rate of 
~2 ATP per second17. However, this bulk rate represents a mixture 
of condensin molecules in various states: actively extruding com-
plexes; DNA-bound but stationary, nonextruding complexes; and 
non-DNA-bound complexes. Therefore, the rate of hydrolysis of an 
actively extruding complex could be significantly higher than this 
average rate. The most unambiguous observation of the extrusion 
speed of condensin shows a single condensin extruding up to ~1,500 
base pairs or ~500 nm per second18. However, the rate of extrusion 
displays a strong dependence on the tension on the DNA fiber and 
slows to a more modest rate of ~600 base pairs per second at physi-
ological tensions of ~0.4 pN. Whether this reduction in speed is a 
result of changes in step sizes, step rates or the proportion of pro-
ductive steps will have important implications for the mechanism of 
the SMC motor. Importantly, the experiments discussed above were 
performed on naked DNA lacking nucleosomes. ATP-independent 
diffusion of cohesin on DNA is significantly impeded by the pres-
ence of nucleosomes19. Additionally, the force generated by conden-
sin extrusion, estimated at ~1 pN, would be insufficient to evict the 
histone octamer34. This suggests that SMC complexes probably are 
able to actively translocate past nucleosomes on chromatin.

Step size can be measured directly by experiments using mag-
netic tweezers, which precisely detect the compaction of DNA with 
high temporal resolution. Several magnetic-tweezers experiments 
using condensin and cohesin from S. cerevisiae as well as conden-
sin I from Xenopus laevis have demonstrated DNA compaction on 
naked DNA occurring in highly variable steps larger than 100 nm 
in size35–37. Such large step sizes are incompatible with models that 
limit themselves to the ~50-nm length of SMC complexes. However, 
there is evidence to suggest that these steps represent a mechanism 
of compaction distinct from extrusion. Similar large DNA compac-
tion steps are observed for budding yeast condensin in the absence 
of ATP; these have been demonstrated to be distinct from smaller 
co-occurring steps34. Two separate DNA compaction mecha-
nisms have been reported for bacterial SMC complexes as well38.  
Most likely, the large steps represent some form of loop capture 
distinct from extrusion. Both cohesin and condensin have shown 

a b c d

Fig. 2 | The tethered-inchworm model. a, The SMC complex is composed of two SMC proteins (green and blue) that dimerize at the hinge domain (top) 
and at the head domain (bottom). Tethering the two heads together is a kleisin (red) further bound by HAWK proteins (orange). The SMC complex forms 
a small loop in the DNA (purple) by binding with both the hinge dimer and the kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes. b, Binding of two ATP molecules (yellow) 
by the ATPase head domains (green and blue) induces a conformational rotation of each head. This movement forces the coiled-coil arms apart, bending 
them and propagating the strain to the hinge domains. c, ATP hydrolysis causes dissociation of the head domains and opening of the SMC arms. In this 
model, the leading HAWK slides forward along the DNA owing to a weaker affinity for DNA. The kleisin straightens and unfurls to accommodate this 
movement and in doing so pulls on the HAWKs, stretching these spring-like proteins. d, In the extended configuration, the DNA binding affinities of the 
HAWKs then reverse, causing the lagging HAWK to catch up as the head domains reunite. Dimerization of the heads completes a mechanochemical cycle 
that enlarges the DNA loop.
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some ability to form intercomplex interactions that could explain 
the large compaction steps. Further studies will be needed to dis-
tinguish between these processes and to establish the kinetics of the 
SMC motors.

The tethered-inchworm model
While the kleisin–HAWK DNA-bound subcomplex is in principle 
capable of accommodating large conformational changes, it must 
be the ATP-hydrolyzing head domains that provide the motive 
force. The ABC-type ATPase domains located in the SMC head 
domains form two ATP-binding sites when engaged. ABC-type 
domains are thought to have a conserved mechanism of action in 
which ATP binding and hydrolysis correspond to head engagement 
and disengagement, respectively39. ATP-mediated head engagement 
is accompanied by a conformational shift, often a rotation, of the 
interface between the two domains to accommodate the nucleo-
tides. Commonly, this rotation is propagated into adjacent domains 
to perform mechanical work. Crystal structures of SMC heads 
reveal that ATP-bound forms are rotated ~30 degrees in relation to 
the unbound forms40. This rotation dramatically increases the angle 
between the coiled-coil arms as they exit the head domains. Driving 
the coiled-coil arms apart probably forces them to bend, widening 
the ring and propagating this steric strain all the way to the hinge 
domain (Fig. 2b). It has been proposed that this tension is relieved 
by ATP hydrolysis followed by disengagement and separation of the 
head domains40. In this way, ATP binding and hydrolysis could force 
the head domains apart, using the arms as force-amplifying levers 
(Fig. 2c). No structural data for this open conformation exist, but 
atomic-force microscopy images of SMC dimers often show large,  
> 50-nm distances between the head domains41.

Taking into consideration the conformational flexibility in the 
kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes linking the two head domains, it is 
possible that kleisin might remain bound to both heads as they are 
pulled apart42. The disordered structure of kleisin could straighten 
and unfurl to accommodate this motion. In doing so, it could 
stretch the HAWK subunits bound at multiple points to kleisin. If 
the kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes are topologically engaged with 
the DNA molecule, then this movement could be permitted by slid-
ing the proteins along the DNA. Together, these conformational 
changes would spread the SMC complex along the DNA. These 
motions could generate productive unidirectional movement if 
they were coordinated with changes in DNA binding affinity in the 
kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes. If, in the closed configuration, two 
kleisin–HAWK binding domains had differing affinities for DNA, 
then the side more weakly bound would preferentially move upon 
head separation. This would cause the less tightly bound HAWK to 
slide forward along the DNA (Fig. 2c). A subsequent closing motion 
would pull the lagging end of the complex forward, assuming that 
the stretching of the kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes reversed the 
DNA binding affinities of the proteins (Fig. 2d). The HEAT repeats 
of the HAWKs act as springs, storing potential energy in their con-
formational changes. This energy might help drive the lagging step 
by pulling the head domains back together. Dimerization of the 
reunited SMC heads would complete a mechanochemical cycle in 
which ATP binding and hydrolysis powers net unidirectional move-
ment along the DNA. This model, in which opening of the SMC 
ring pushes the leading end forward along the DNA and subsequent 
closing pulls the lagging end up, is akin to an inchworm motor. The 
interesting topology of the DNA-bound complex leads us to sug-
gest the more descriptive term ‘tethered inchworm’ for this model 
of SMC locomotion.

The tethered-inchworm model is a general framework lacking 
in specifics and leaves several important questions unanswered. A 
wide range of step sizes would be compatible with this model given 
the extreme flexibility of each component. Step sizes upwards of 
~50 nm could be accommodated by eukaryotic kleisins, but step 

size will ultimately depend on the separation driven by ATP binding 
and hydrolysis, which is probably smaller. A related question is how 
SMC complexes navigate obstacles such as nucleosomes. While the 
DNA-binding grooves of the kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes are not 
large enough to permit nucleosomes of ~11 nm in diameter, it is 
conceivable that dissociation of HAWK and kleisin during the walk-
ing cycle would allow SMC complexes to step over nucleosomes. It 
is also unclear in which direction the SMC complex moves, which 
would be determined by the order of changes in binding affinity of 
the kleisin–HAWK subcomplexes.

Nevertheless, this putative model may begin to explain the 
known regulatory roles of various HAWKs in SMC function. 
Chromatin-bound cohesin consists of both mobile and immobile 
fractions43. Depleting the cohesin HAWK PDS5, rather than stop-
ping extrusion, results in enhanced extrusion and condensation of 
the genome, suggesting that PDS5 may function as a component 
of immobile cohesin complexes9. PDS5 competes for its kleisin-
binding site with the HAWK NIPBL, whose depletion results in loss 
of loops and extrusion44,45. PDS5 and NIPBL may represent static 
and mobile HAWK components, respectively, which compete to 
turn the cohesin motor off and on46. The tethered-inchworm model 
is highly speculative, but the new perception of SMC complexes 
as loop-extruding motors requires a bold reimagining of previous 
knowledge. Our proposal that the HAWK proteins are conforma-
tionally flexible and dynamic DNA-binding elements is a conjec-
ture that is required to create a functional model of motor activity. 
Further study of the enigmatic HAWK family will be needed to 
evaluate this proposition. The relatively better understanding of 
the core SMC proteins is unable to account for the motor activ-
ity of the SMC complex. Thus, determining the functions of klei-
sin and HAWK proteins—namely, whether and how they bind to 
DNA, what conformational changes they undergo during the ATP 
hydrolysis cycle and what roles different subunits have in regulating 
the complexes—will probably prove key to elucidating the motor 
function of SMC complexes. Future work on the structures and 
kinetics of SMC complexes will refine understanding of this fasci-
nating protein family responsible for DNA organization across all  
domains of life.
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